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The sentinel and the species
Kobie emailed again on the fifth of April. “Hi D,” she
began, “I see that image is sooo not colour corrected.
Whoops.” I hadn’t noticed anything wrong with the
photo, filename Screenshot 2018-03-30 13.04.34.png,
but then again it wasn’t me who made it. If the imprint
on your retinas is as bright as the pixels on your
screen, it’s hard to resist the desire for calibration.
Nearly a decade ago, Kobie and I began a demanding
technical regimen at an Australian undergraduate
photography program. Looking back, what seems most
remarkable about our time there was the total
conceptual overlap of analog and digital imaging.
Endless seminars were dedicated to interrogating the
supposed difference between them, but in practice we
learned that these were just two different recipes to
bake the same cake.
In one room, an older white man who had learned the
digital world taught us about histograms and tone
curves and monitor calibration. We made notations on
digital prints (on pure cotton rag paper without optical
brighteners) under daylight-white viewing booths. The
blinds on the windows to the street outside were
drawn.
In another room, two older white men steeped in the
medium of film pressed us through an excruciating
series of weekly exercises. We used rail cameras and
shot on daylight-balanced large-format transparency
film, with filters to compensate for tungsten lights,
which we often covered with coloured gels. The blinds
on the windows to the street outside were drawn.
I still think about that time, and how the rigid myopia
of a purely technical approach to representation
encouraged me to look outwards (and inwards). By the
time we reached the advanced stage of Photoshop
classes—whose hardest lesson was how to mask hair
around a model’s face—I was plotting an escape. As it
turns out, so was Kobie.

Perhaps it’s no surprise that a suppression of
creativity and thinking, in favor of technics and profit,
would encourage at least a few of us to spill out of that
pot. But for those of us who did, we carried with us an
unexpected bonus. If you’re diligent, the great gift of
photography is not a deep appreciation of gestalt, or
the figure-ground relationship. It’s not the ability to
make a wedding, that most predictable and boring of
occasions, look exceptional. It’s that once you’ve
learned to see light, it’s impossible to un-see it. And
once you’ve learned to see light, you see colour like
you never could before.
Kobie’s recent work, like many artists whose
practices have mutated out of photography, exhibits
an unmistakeable desire to give three-dimensional
form to the pictorial. But it also demonstrates an
important dual examination: of light and colour as
fundamental components of representative systems,
and as forces that have often worked to her own
benefit.
It can be difficult to look at the work of white artists
from settler colonial states. Since our existence is
predicated on displacement, every further occupation
of space acts to extend the colonial logic. To have any
hope of making positive, reparative, contributions to
the worlds in which we work, we have to acknowledge
how we got here. If we are to build a worthy ethics, it
must begin with self-reflexivity, and it must be
embedded in our work.
For Kobie, navigating these waters means sailing close
to the wind. She invariably asks her audience to match
her level of self-examination. If you’re reading this at
Bergen Kjøtt, you’ll see the exhibition provides a
temporary home to canaries whose true color is white,
but whose ‘neutral’ color is a shade of yellow achieved
through dietary additives. This practice, in the
parlance of avian breeding, is known as ‘colour
feeding.’

“Is It Okay to Use White Emoji?,” asked The Atlantic
magazine in a May 2016 article that attempted to
resolve why—compared to people of colour—white
people are far more likely to use the cartoonish yellowskin emojis than they are those with skin tones that
closely resemble their own. One of the many privileges
of whiteness, it seems, is a continual self-denying
occupation of the ‘default’ mode of representation.
It’s clear that Kobie prefers to show us a kind of
anguished wink-and-nod rather than outright selfflagellation. We know that she knows, but there is no
easy way out. In an unpublished text, filename
KNel_PROJECT.pages, she writes, “I want to question
how artists, including myself…tak[e] part in various
economic, social and representational exploitation
systems…the imbalance between photographer and
the object is a good example.”
On a return to South Africa earlier this year, Kobie
visited a traditional diviner known in Nguni, SothoTswana, and Tsonga societies as a sangoma. In an
inversion typical of her research, Kobie’s sangoma was
white. She asked for advice on her research, and
received it. But she was also given a diagnosis that
could be radically scaled up. “You have an ancestral
blockage in your line,” the sangoma told her.
Before the metaphor became a threadbare pair of
socks, Kurt Vonnegut claimed in 1969 that “artists are
useful to society because they are so sensitive. …

They keel over like canaries in poison coal mines long
before more robust types realize that there is any
danger whatsoever.” I’m skeptical of this reckoning: if
Kobie is right about the inherent imbalances of
representation, then it’s more accurate to say we’re the
miners.
When we video-chatted recently in preparation for this
text, Kobie showed me the aviary she had built to
house the birds while she installed the exhibition.
Looking later at an image I made at the time, filename
Screen Shot 2018-04-16 at 12.20.58.tiff, I was struck
by how much the structure resembled a series of
studs waiting to be drywalled—on the inside or the
outside, or perhaps both. Since then I’ve been
haunted by the perverse image of a white cube
occupied entirely by these animals.
Fortunately for them, and for her audience, that was
never Kobie’s plan. For these few weeks, the birds live
in a space that is far from white, far from cubic, and far
bigger than any aviary. This is, of course, the same
space occupied by the artist’s work. If the socks can
survive another wearing, Kobie’s choices might be read
as a deliberate erasure of the line between the
sentinel and the species for which it is routinely
sacrificed. If there are any poison gases in the air,
we’re all going down together.
— Dan Miller
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